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We analyze hyperon and nucleon mass shifts in nuclear matter using chiral perturbation theory. 
Expressions for the mass shifts that include strong interaction effects at leading order in the density 
are derived. Corrections to our results are suppressed by powers of the Fermi momentum divided 
by either the chiral symmetry breaking scale or the nucleon mass. Our work is relevant for neutron 
stars and for large hypernuclei. 
PACS number(s): 12.4O.Yx, 12.39.Fe, 14.20.Jn In nuclear matter the masses of hyperons and nucleons 
are shifted from their vacuum values by strong interac- 
tion effects. Understanding these mass shifts is impor- 
tant for neutron stars [l-7] and for hypernuclei (see for 
example [8,9]). Most approaches to tbis problem rely on 
the use of phenomenological models [1,2,4*,9-151 since 
‘the relevant strong interaction effects involve QCD in 
the nonperturbative regime. In tbis pap&we will con- 
sider mass shifts for the baryon octet using a model in- 
dependent approach to baryon-baryon interactions based 
on chiral perturbation theory. The price to be paid for 
model independence is that an expansion in momentum 
is necessary and that our expression for some of the mass 
shifts involve parameters in the heavy baryon chiral La- 
grangian that have not yet been determined for exper- 
iment. However, there are mass relations that hold in- 
dependent of these, parameters in analogy with the Gell- 
Mann-Okubo mass formula for SU(3) breaking. 
We study changes in the masses of the baryon octet 
(n,p,A,C,E) that arise from their strong interactions 
with a degenerate Fermi gas of neutrons at density dc”) = 
(&))/37? and protons at density d(P) = (pg))3/37r2 (i.e., 
nuclear matter). These interactions are determined by a 
heavy-baryon chiral Lagrangian that is consistent with 
the SU(3)~xSu(3)~ chiral symmetry of QCD., An ex- 
pansion in derivatives is appropriate for Fermi momenta 
p$‘) and p$’ that are small compared with the chiral 
symmetry breaking scale and the baryon masses. 
In the rest frame of background nuclear matter the en- 
ergy of a baryon and its three-momentum are related (for 
lfl <MB) by ENM = M~+A~~+l~‘/2M~+1781~‘+ 
which is to be compared to the free space relation 
E”’ = MB + fp12/2M~ +. . where the dots denote terms 
higher order in the momentum expansion. We can com- 
bine the effects of the medium with t&z free space majs, 
MB, by defining Mf, and MB, with MB = MB + AMB 
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us to write ENM = ii?~ + lf12/2Mi, + . . . The quanti- 
ties A$?= and 7~ arise from interactions with the back- 
ground medium and in general MI, # MB. We compute 
the lowest order cc+bution to the momentum indepen- 
dent mass shift AM, and the coefficient of the ]A2 term 
vs for the octet baryons using chiral perturbation theory. 
The pseudo-Goldstone boson fields (r, K,q) can be 
written as a 3 x 3 special unitary matrix 
pxp(y), 
Under chiral SU(~)LXSU(~)R symmetry, C + LCR+ 
where LE SU(S)L and RE Sum. At leading order in 
chiral perturbation theory f can be identified with the 
pion decay constant (fn N 132 MeV). When describ- 
ing the interactions of the pseudo-Goldstone bosom with 
other fields it is convenient to introduce 
[=exp(T) =dE. (3) 
Under chiral SU(~)LXSU(~)B symmetry 
t -+ L@J+ = lJ(R+ , (4) 
where in general U is a complicated function of L, R and 
the meson fields ll. For transformations V = L = R in 
the unbroken SU(3)v subgroup U = V. 
The baryon fields are introduced as a 3 x 3 octet matrix 
CQlJz + Al& C+ 
B= c- -P/Pi -I- li/d2 
s- gJ -;* ’ 1 
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B+UBlJ+. (‘5) 
We construct a chiral Lagrangian by treating the 
baryons as heavy static two-component fields. The chiral 
Lagrangian is written as 
L = p) + L(2) + ) (7) 
where 13(j) contains 2j baryon fields. 
f(l) is the familiar heavy baryon chiral Lagrangian 
that gives the interactions of the baryon octet with the 
pseudo-Goldstone bosom. At leading order in chiral per- 
turbation theory 
L(l) = 'IYB$i&Bj +i'hBJ[Vo,Bj] 
-D~B:~~ik{~,Bk}--FBjt~jjk[~,Bk] 1 (8) 
with the repeated spin indices j and k summed over 1,2 
and the vector and axial-vector chiral fields are 
v, = ip+a,t + tad+) I (9) 
A, = ;(~+~,~-@,~+). (10) 
Nuclear fl decay and semileptonic hyperon decay give 
F N 0.44 and D N 0.81 at tree level. At higher order in 
chiral perturbation theory there are corrections to Eq. (8) coming from terms with more derivatives and terms with 
insertions of the light quark mass matrix. 
Interactions between baryons mediated by pseudo- 
Goldstone boson exchange give rise to hyperon mass 
shifts. At the same order in chiral perturbation theory 
(i.e., order ps) terms in C. with four baryon fields (and 
no derivatives) also play a role. They are given by 
Factors of l/f2 appear in Eq. (11) so that the coeffi- 
cients cj are dimensionless. At higher order in chiral 
perturbation theory there are corrections to Eq. (11) 
coming from terms with derivatives and terms with in- 
sertions of the light quark mass matrix. There are 
also contributions to the baryon mass shifts from oper- 
ators in &),j > 2, ,involving more baryon fields, e.g., 
TY(B~BiB~BjB!Bk), but these are suppressed by addi- 
tional powers of d(“‘p)/(47rf3) over th; contribution from 
operators appearing in Eq. (11). Note there is no term in- 
volving Tr(BfB!)Tr(BiBj) in Eq. (11) as it can be elim- 
inated using a 6 ayley-Hamilton operator identity: = in(BjBJh(B$?j)- iTr(BfB,)Tr(BJB;)- ~P(BJBJ)P(B~Bj) (12) 
It is easy to understand from spin-flavor considerations why there are only six independent four-baryon operators. 
The SU(3)v decomposition of the product of two baryon octets is 886 = 27@10~1~@8~fB8~ $1 of which the 
%‘,a,, 1 are symmetric and the 10, iO,8.4 are antisymmetric under baryon interchange. Fermi statistics require 
that the baryons in the 27,&l have spin S = 0 and those in the lO,iO,t3~. have S = 1 as the operators under 
consideration give rise to S-wave interactions only. Hence there are only six independent four-baryon operators that 
exist at this order in chiral perturbation theory. It is these six operators (and pseudo-Goldstone boson exchange) that 
give the leading contribution to S-wave baryon-baryon scattering, such as AN --t AN, in chiral perturbation theory. 
An SU(3)” analysis of hyperon-nucleon scattering can be found in 1161. 
The four-baryon operators in Eq. (11) include effects from the repulsive core of the baryon-baryon potential. For 
example, a repulsive spherical well of infinite height and width ~0 give rise to coefficients, cj, of order 47r.f2~o/A4s. 
Using Eq. (8) and Eq. (11) we find the following one loop expressions for the baryoroctet mass shifts in nuclear 
matter 
/Pp) + 2Cl + e2 + 2% + cs 
%TlPP) + 2c1+ c2 + 2% + c,j 
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A& = -+cs + 2~4 + 2~5 + ca} + 7 
-I 
2c3 + Q + 2cs + ce , 
dc”) I 
AM=- = - 
fZ t 
p + Y + 2cs + ce 
1 
d(P) 
+ --{cs + 2~ + 2cg + ca) 
f2 
Fo* the A and Co there is a 2 x 2 mass matrix with entries 
AM,,c = AM,, = - 
(D+3F)(D- F)z(,K,p(,.)) + CI Cz 5 1 - 
4a F 2&+~-4&c3-~c4 
(D+3F)(F-D)Z(mK,py) _ el Q 5 1 
4th 
_-- - 
2&s fi+4%@+zc4 
(13) 
(14) In Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) the function Z(z) is defined by 
Z(z) = 1 - 3x2 + 313 arctan(l/zz) . (15), 
Naively, corrections to Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) are sup- 
pressed by powers of the Fermi momentum divided by 
the chiral symmetry breaking scale (or the nucleon mass) 
and by powers of the light quark masses divided by the 
chiral symmetry breaking scale (or the nucleon mass). 
This is essentially a consequence of dimensional analy- 
sis as Feynman diagrams with more than one loop con- 
structed from the vertices of the Lagrange densities in 
Eq.. (8) and Eq. (11) contain more powers of l/f which 
must be compensated by additional factors of pb or light 
quark masses. Corrections to the Lagrange densities in 
Eq. (8) and Eq. (11) from operators with more deriva- 
tives (or insertions of the light quark mass matrix) have 
coefficients with more powers of l/f which again must be 
compensated by additional factors of pb or light quark 
masses. However, this power counting is not quite cor- 
rect. Feynman diagrams with more baryon propagators 
than loops have infrared divergent loop integrations over 
energy. Furthermore, insertions of the kinetic energy, 
LT.KE = ‘IkB~V2B~/2M~, increase the number of baryon 
propagators but not the number of loops [this correction 
to the Lagrange density in Eq. (8) cannot be treated as 
perturbation]. The cure for these problems is to sum in- 
sertions of the kinetic energy changing the baryon prop- 
agator to 
i O(PF - lpi) WI - PF) 
PQ-p=/2M~--i~+pO-p=f2Mg+b 1 (16) Then in&red divergent po integrations are cut off by the 
kinetic energy which produces factors of MB in the nu- 
merator. At 1 loops one finds corrections suppressed by 
a factor of order [MBpF/(4rf2)]lm1. As a consequence, 
the leading correction to our results arise from two loop 
diagrams and are suppressed by only N MBpF/(4nf2) 
[instead of - pg/(4rf)‘]. At nuclear density (pb= - 
350 MeV/c) this factor is not ,small. Therefore the lead- 
ing order results derived here may receive significant cor- 
rections from higher orders in chiral perturbation theory. 
We adopt power counting rules where MB is considered 
to be of the same order as the chiral symmetry breal- 
ing scale - 4?rf and two factors of pp are considered 
to be of the same order as a light quark mass (recall 
that the squares of the pseudo-Goldstone boson masses 
are proportional to light quark masses). Consequently in 
Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) the full dependence of the baryon 
mass shifts on (PF/~) where /I = ln~, rn,, or rn, is kept. 
The baryon mass shifts given in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) 
are our principal results. If the nuclear matter is not 
isospin symmetric (i.e., dc”) # d(P)) there is A-Co mix- 
ing [Eq. (14)]. More importantly, the eight octet masses 
are expressed in terms of six coefficients cj so there are 
mass relations independent of the coefficients of the four 
baryon operators. We find that 
2Ati~0~0 - Ani,+ - Ani,- = 0 , (17) 
which is independent of the composition of the nuclear 
matter; it is true for an arbitrary proton to neutron ratio. 
A second mass relation is given in terms of the mesonic 
contribution 
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d(“)(A$f~+ - AA&i,-) + d(P)(A?& -A&‘-) = (D2;2F)Zd(“)d@) [Z(m&$)) - Z(m&))] (18) 
We see that in the extreme case of neutron matter @) 
relation involving the C”A mixing term 
(d = 0) this relation becomes A&o = A&. There is also a 
f’d(“)(-3A&, + 2Ar;r, - 2&A&,, -2A& + 3A1’&,0) 
+f2d@)(3Ati,,,, - 2An;r, - 2&A&.,,, - 2Ai+- + Atiwz~) 
’ =(D+F) [ d(@ + d(P)’ - ;d(‘“)d@)] [Z(m,/p$)) - 2(m,/p$))] 
-(D + F)(D-3F)d(“)d(P) [z(m,/&‘) -Qn,/p,“‘)] 
-(D + F)’ [dolZ(m~/p$‘)) - d(P)ZZ(mK/p$.))] 
-;(D - 3F)‘d(“)d@) [Z(m,/p$)) - T(m,/&))] (19) 
When d(p) = d(“) the background nuclear matter is isospin symmetric leading to baryons in the same isomultiplet 
receiving the same mass shift and C”A mixing vanishing. 
Weinberg [17,18] has extracted values for c2 + cg = f ‘CT and 2~ + c2 + 2cs + cs = f %s l?om the measured S-wave 
nucleon scattering lengths. He found CT u (l/45 MeV)’ and Cs N -(l/88 MeV)Z which give very large nucleon mass 
shifts at nuclear density [19]. If Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) are to be relevant at nuclear density the coefficients CS,T must 
be smaller than these values. It may be possible to extract other combinations of the coefficients ci by measuring the 
S-wave scattering lengths for hyperon nucleon scattering. For hyperon-proton strong interactions the relevant spin 
singlet aszo and spin triplet a~,~ elastic scattering lengths are 
1 
bs=o(A~ --t APP)I = _ 
M&A 5 5 1 1 
2=f2 M + M* ic1 - p - g3 + $4 + 2% - 2G3 , 
,P 
1 
,~s=I@P --t AP), = _ 
M&h 3 3 
Z?rf 2 MP + MA 
Cl + 02 + p + p + 2% + 2ce I 
1 
,as,o(C+P + c+P), = _ 
M&5 
2nf 2 Mp + MC 
2lCl - c2 + c.5 - %I 1 
1 
las,l(C+P -+ c+py = - q”x 2, - 
2nf 2 Mp -I- MC 
c1-cz+cs+cel, 
,as,o(C-p --f c-p)l = & MTff& I - cr3 + ca + 2c5 - 2% , 
,as,l(C-p -+ c-p), = & M”p+;E IQ + c4 + 2% + 2cel I 
P 
,as,o(E-p + E-p), = & Myy;s 21 - cc3 + Cd + cs - cs, , 
,as,l(rp + s-p)l = & M~p;E21c3 + cq + cs + cs, , 
,as,@p + Pp), = & Myy;E IQ - c4 - 2c5 + 24 , 
,as,@p + Pp), = & MT+“;z ,c3 + ca + 2cs + 24 (20) I Because of the derivative coupling in Eq. (8) tree-level 
pseudo-Goldstone boson exchange doesn’t contribute to 
the scattering lengths. 
The baryon mass shifts given in Eq. (13) and Eq. (14) 
may be of use for large hypernuclei and for neutron stars. 
Assuming a large nucleus can be modeled by a degenerate 
Fermi gas replacing one of its neutrons with a A results 
in a hypernucleus with a mass shift that is partly deter- mined by Ahi, - A&. Study of the S-wave hyperon- 
nucleon scattering lengths may eventually lead to a deter- 
mination’of the coefficients cj, which can then be u&d 
to predict hyperon mass shifts in neutron stars (where 
d(P) < dc”)) and in large hypernuclei. 
The mass that appears in the kinetic energy i%4i, dif- 
fers from the vacuum mass MB through momentum de- 
pendent interactions with the background nuclear matter 
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loop the four-baryon operators in Eq. (11) do not con- 
tribute to q~ as they are independent of the baryon mo- 
mentum. However, the meson graphs do give a calculable 
contribution to 1)~ and we find that 
PP 
( 
A(D + F)2D(pp/m,) qn=61r2f2 2 
+;(D - 3F)2D(pg)/m,) 
I^\ 
TI* = &(D + F)2D(p$‘/m~) 
+$g 
( 
;(D + F)2D(p$)/m,) 
++D - 3F)2D(p$)/m,) , 
6 
) 
ma = & ;(D + 3F)’ 
Pz-’ 
m+ = 6?r2f2(D - F)‘D(pg)/rn~) , 
VL’- = $D - F)2D(p~‘/m~) , 
1 (D-F)(D+3F) 
mx = ml: = 6n2f2 
2d3 
- &)D(~$‘)lmr) > (21) 
I where the function D(r) is 
x2 
D(z) = (I+ $)2 . (W 
For proton-neutron symmetric nuclear matter with Fermi 
levels &’ = &) = 270 MeV/c we find that 
AM,: = AM; = -154 MeV, AM; = -152 MeV, 
AM;, = AM;, = AM,- = -18 MeV, 
AM& = AM& = CI 03) 
and there is no Co - A mixing. The values for AM: and 
AM; are in qualitative agreement with those extracted 
from nuclei (see, e.g., [ZO]). For neutron matter with 
p$” = 350 MeV/c we find that the mass shifts are 
AM; = -57 MeV, AM; = -100 MeV, 
AM; = -126 MeV, AM;, = 0 MeV, 
AM;, = -15 MeV, AM; = -30 MeV, 
AMzt, = AM& = 0. (24) 
The utility of our results depends crucially upon the 
smallness of higher orders in chiral perturbation theory 
at nuclear density. A computation at next order in chiral 
perturbation theory may help resolve this issue. We hope 
to present results on this in a future publication. 
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